EMBEDDED SOFTWARE APPLICATION DEVELOPER
Do you currently work on embedded SW products? Do you have profound experience with C & C++ based
software? Do you dare challenge us creating better solutions? Would you like to work in an expanding
international company?
Become part of Technology Communications Group
Kamstrup is a world-leading manufacturer of solutions for smart energy and water metering. We are experiencing
high growth and demand for our products all over the world and therefore, we are looking for an Embedded
Software Application Developer who will join our Technology Communications Group.
As our new Software Application Developer, you will be joining a team, who design and maintain connected
infrastructure products for our Smart Metering solutions, based on embedded Linux framework. The team is
characterized by an open culture, high seniority, profound knowledge and empowerment to act. Furthermore, the
team work cross organizational, and interfaces with people at all organizational levels.
A software job with exciting challenges
Global presence in Smart Metering is a corner stone in Kamstrup’s strategy and you will play an important role in
executing this strategy by creating Software Applications for our connected products being a part of our
communication infrastructure solutions. As our products are sold globally, our communication products and
solutions require a large portfolio of robust communication technologies all depending on robust software. In
addition to that, your approach to and thorough knowledge of robust software solutions for products in volume
production is essential.
As you already master the embedded software application environment in C++ & C#, you will on a daily basis work
within the range from bug hunt and fixing, to feature level product enhancements and system level analysis.
Our connected infrastructure products, closes the gap between our intelligent meters and the server side
applications. Being in the middle requires system understanding/overview, customer level understanding and
interaction with people in other domains, which is a part of the job.
Personality matters
You have at least three 3 years’ experience within Embedded Software Applications in the embedded Linux
environment, and have an degree to support it, most likely a B.Sc. or M.Sc. within software solutions. You work both
practically and theoretically with your solutions and find it natural to qualify them in real life situations. Beyond your
technical capabilities, you strive for results and dare challenge technology and existing solutions while remaining
professional in doing it - all with the goal of securing the technology leadership of the Kamstrup Smart Metering
solutions.
As a person, you are a people integrator and you possess an open mindset including a high level of trusts, empathy
and communicative skills. You are motivated by working in teams as well as individually and therefore, you work well
in both projects and self-managed tasks. While being a team player, you are also ready to take personal
responsibility generating results and meet new challenges with a smile and a professional attitude. Based on this,
you find it natural to meet people across different organizational levels.

You are fluent in English – both oral and written. Danish will be an asset, but not a requirement.
We offer more than just a job
We offer a newly created position in an international company in growth that values initiative, creativity, and skills.
We are striving for creating progress for others by optimizing the needs for regulating the world’s energy- and water
consumption and balancing the production. Therefore, we offer you a job with responsibility and empowerment to
act.
We offer you flexible working hours and many employee benefits, among other a great cantina, free fruit, a fitnesscenter, in-house dentist, in-house hairdresser and a free health care clinic. Beside of that, we have an active
employee association.
About Kamstrup
Kamstrup develops and manufactures innovative solutions for measuring energy and water consumption. Kamstrup
is the world's leading manufacturer of advanced and innovative equipment for the district heating sector and is one
of the leading European suppliers of smart meters and other equipment for the electricity sector.
Kamstrup has over 1200 employees in more than 20 countries with headquarters in Denmark. Kamstrup has a
healthy economy, high growth rates and a strong focus on development of technology and staff.
To apply for this position, send your application and CV to: mbu@workindenmark.dk
Please mark your E-mail “EMBEDDED SOFTWARE APPLICATION DEVELOPER”

